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1_Introduction

1:2_Motivation

My life experience has been determined by mixticity.

Being uprooted at such a young age has left me hanging from a thread

when it comes to the places and people that afford me knowledge and

grounding.  This  disjointedness  has  made  me  focus  on  my  -long-

passing by this institution focusing on both what goes on here and now

and then and there. There being elsewhere, anywhere I felt was most

related to where I should have been and could have been in relation my

heritage and cultural imaginary and how it relates to the present and to

where I have been for most of my life.

This school has a certain scope and a certain focus when it come to the

content  that  is  taught.  Ours  is  very  traditional in  many  ways.  The

modern  movement,  the  renaissance,  supremacist  and  urbanism  all

happen in the same side of the hemisphere. The north.

The curriculum can’t be endless, it cannot include all of the architecture

of  the  entire  world,  Asia,  South  America,  Africa  are  all  left  out  or

mentioned in the margins. As a whisper one can barely hear and never

remember. We are taught to be architects in this country in the end. Are

we  though?  In  a  world  more  connected  than  ever  before  we  have

forgotten the global scale. How what happens here not only happens

here and is related to other places and other people far away. Maybe I

should have studied geography, or anthropology or sociology. Maybe

not.

In  Maputo  there  are  plenty  of  foreign  groups  doing  all  types  of

cooperation projects. I went there for a project working to improve the

public space networks. My task was to conduct a mapping workshop of

the neighborhood in order to take a picture of reality. Which was then

going to be used as a basis for a series of participatory workshops to

come up with ideas to improve them.
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When I set food on the city of Maputo I felt sense of  familiarity. The

trees,  the  plants,  the  climate  and  the  space  reminded  me  of

somewhere else. It reminded me of Santo Domingo, the city I  come

from.

At  first  glance  one  could  think  that  it’s  a  generalized  opinion  on

reaching an unfamiliar place, one is reminded by familiar things in order

to try to make sense of the new reality.  What if  that’s not the case.

Maybe  the  sense  of  familiarity  I  had  was  an  intuition  based  on

something real and measurable? Could it  be possible that these two

cities thousands of kilometers apart shared some common ground?.

In the same way that the cities of the global north are becoming more

and more  similar could the same thing have happened in the global

south with developing nations? Could the similar  colonial  past,  have

given them a certain similarity? Did they have similar urban policies?

I will try to answer some of these questions in the following pages. And

I want to do that by focusing not on the built environment, but the un-

built  one.  Focusing  on  the  public  space,  its  conception,  uses  and

meaning. 

How prevalent and important is public space in these cities? How safe

is it? Is the public space in these cities resilient? What is the current

policy when it comes to better it? What effect has the current pandemic

had on it?

Cities are living organisms, constantly changing and evolving. Can we

purposely  plan  for  change,  how  do  we  do  it  and  how  does  our

background and history teach us to do it?

1:3_Hypothesis

Public space seems to be something that comes with privilege, once a

city has dealt  with its basic needs of poverty,  housing shortage and
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infrastructure  development,  then  and  only  the  will  the  focus  go  to

developing quality public space.

Nowadays the reach of city governance allows it to develop a multitude

of  policies  in  an  attempt  to  cater  to  all  of  its  needs  with  different

measures of success. But does it succeed? 

Where does the concept of public space come from? And how has it

changed over the years? Does it apply in the same way to the global

north and to the global south or the definition should differ?

1:4_Objective (general and specific)

Learning about the origin and current meaning of the concept of public

space beyond the architectural definition. How it has been applied to

the global south through the study of two cities pertaining to the it.

To analyze  how the cities  of  Santo  Domingo and Maputo deal  with

public space. Its presence, prevalence, quantity and quality.  To learn

about the creation of this cities, their current situation and its plans for

the future through the lens of its public space. 

First and foremost to do this in an exploratory way,  through general

observation and intuitively applying certain concepts and theories to the

logic of space in these two cities.  

1:5_Methodology

Morphological analysis of Maputo and Santo Domingo. Similarities and

differences in growth model and strategies focusing on the public space

and its evolution during the 19th century.  Exploring the meaning and

formation of these spaces and through the study of the public square,

see how they have evolved and have been affected by historic events

and city growth and the change in how we use public  space nowadays.
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2_What is public space? 

2:1_Definitions here and there

public (adj.)

late  14c.,  "open to  general  observation,"  from Old  French public  (c.
1300) and directly from Latin publicus "of the people; of the state; done
for the state," also "common, general, public; ordinary, vulgar," and as a
noun, "a commonwealth; public property," altered (probably by influence
of  Latin  pubes  "adult  population,  adult")  from  Old  Latin  poplicus
"pertaining to the people," from populus "people" 

space (n.)

1300, "extent  or  area; room" (to do something), a shortening of Old
French  espace  "period  of  time,  distance,  interval"  (12c.),  from Latin
spatium "room,  area,  distance,  stretch  of  time,"  a  word of  unknown
origin.

From early 14c. as "a place," also "amount or extent of time." From mid-
14c. as "distance, interval of space;" from late 14c. as "ground, land,
territory; extension in three dimensions; distance between two or more
points." 1

From the definition of each word; public space is an area, or a place,

open to the general observation or belonging to the people, or the state

or the community. Both words come from Latin with an unknown origin

and different unproven explanations. 

Although now debunked, some believed the word spatium had its origin

in spodium meaning racing field or extensive place to walk, it is more

likely that its origin is the proto-indo-european root *spe (“to stretch, to

pull”) and was used originally to mean distance between two points.

This can still be appreciated in the mathematical studies of space.

Public has a common root with pubic meaning adults, or genitalia. Marc

Augé defines public space as that where the classes of age meet.

When discussing public space there are mainly two ways of addressing

it:  the  mental  construction  of  public  space  which  is  the  focus  of

1 “space.”  etymonline.com Online Etymology Dictionary, 2020
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anthropology,  politics  and  philosophy.  And  the  the  physical

manifestation of the concept in the material world which is the focus of

architects, and urban planners. 

Public  space  is  the  occupant  and  the  occupied  at  the  same  time.
(Foucault, 1967)

2:2_The concept of public space

The conception of space as the distance between two points is useful

to the definition of the political category of public space. It depicts the

relationship  between those who hold  the claim to  public  space and

those who use it. Even if the state is supposed to be a representation of

the will of the people, this is rarely the case. There is a ruling class and

the masses that are ruled over. (following Marxist analysis)

The  space open to general observation is a space of relations where

everyone is seen but just a few are acknowledged and even fewer and

able to control it. 

Manuel Delgado in El espacio público como ideología [Public space as

an ideology] defines the political category of public space as:

esfera de coexistencia pacífica y armoniosa de lo heterogéneo de la
sociedad, marco en que se supone que se conforma y se confirma la
posibilidad de estar  juntos sin que,  como escribiera Hannah Arendt,
caigamos “unos sobre otros”  (Arendt, 1998 [1958]: 62). Ese espacio
público se puede esgrimir como la evidencia de que lo que nos permite
hacer sociedad es que nos ponemos de acuerdo en un conjunto de
postulados programáticos en el seno de las cuales las diferencias se
ven  superadas,  sin  quedar  olvidadas  ni  negadas  del  todo,  sino
definidas aparte, en ese otro escenario al que llamamos privado 

[an  sphere  of  peaceful  and  harmonious  coexistence  of  the
heterogeneous  of  society[...]  allowing  society  to  agree  on  a  set  of
programmatic  postulates  within  which  the differences  are  overcome.
Meaning the creation of a public being, a citizen that holds civic values
and behaves in  a  democratic  and civic  manner.  He goes on the to
mention that some people consider this public space the basis for the
democratic government which in a way makes sense looking back to
the Athenian society and the uses and meaning behind the agora. 

This conception of  public  space is a social   construct  that  does not

reflect reality in any of its complexities, it  simplifies and reduces the
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type of interactions deemed worthy of the public to be held in public

and presupposes an egalitarianism that does not exist.  

In sum, the conventional expectation of world homogenization in the image
of the West, a world in which all people, fully modern, developed or at least
developing along a common urban industrial pathway, speaking a variously
accented but clearly understandable English, and fulfilling their obligations
as producers and consumers in the “global village” has gone sour.

Quoted in Augé, 

2:3_The physical representation

The concept  of  public  space  learned  and  used  by  the  architectural

profession conceives public space as a void that need to be filled, as

land where a diversity of  actors can intervene,  control,  clean,  make

safe and predictable. (Delgado, 2011)

For  the technician of  the 20th century public  space was the political

category of public space was, and for some it still is negligible. 

The  classification  of  physical  public  space  mainly  focuses  on

proprietary rights of space, defining who owns it and limiting the uses it

can  have.  This  traditional  limitations  and  focus  on  the  legal  and

practical  definition  of  what  constitutes  public  space has opened  the

door to new concepts and change of definition on how to define the

physicality of public space.

There is  an open debate regarding the use of  the phrase is  public

space. Questioning its relevance as it excludes enclosed spaces that

are  open  to  the  public  such  as  museums,  or  communal  vegetable

gardens. Spaces defined as semi-public due to the general perception

of them as belonging to everyone, thus being public; privately owned

but  open to the public  such as parks and gardens,  etc.  Those who

question it,  prefer  phrases as collective space instead (Prendergast,

2019)

Some people go as far as to claim public space is dead in the modern

western world and a non-applicable term in the global south.
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2:4_Symbolization of space

The principle of community life is based on a reflection of personal and
collective experiences (ancestral knowledge, cultural values, cosmology
and practices), which makes indigenous peoples live from real rather
than abstract experiences 

Quintana (2019)

A symbol can be something that stands for or suggests something else

by  reason  of  relationship,  association,  convention,  or  accidental

resemblance or  an act,  sound, or  object  having cultural  significance

and  the  capacity  to  excite  or  objectify  a  response,  among  other

definitions according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary.

Public space is both a space of freedom and a space of constraint. It is

a space where you are fee to circulate,  interact  with different  social

classes, exchange ideas and goods while at the same following a set of

social norms, moral laws and order. (Monnet, 2011). This constraints

are  defined  by  the  public  power  which  is  the  one  that  designs  the

interventions  that  will  take  place.  Political  power  ends  up  being

displayed in capital cities through an exaggerated monumentality in the

creation of place. 

Public open space in ancient indigenous societies was closely related

mainly to two power structures, religion and economy. The square had

mainly  this  two  uses  throughout  history,  the  church square and the

market  square,  which  was  usually  the  same  place  in  many  places

around the world. Streets serve somewhat of a different purpose and

could  be  understood  as  a  place  of  recognition  beyond  its  practical

definition as a space for circulation (which also serves the economy).  

Public  places  are  created  by  the  state  and  they  are  the  physical

representation  of  their  power.  And  this  power  has  limits.  (Monnet,

2011). The limits of power in modern governments in the global south

and their inability to instill their values and knowledge into the general

society is what generates uncontrolled city expansion through informal
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housing with a complete disregard of public space beyond the street,

the sports field and the church square (the later two being optional in

many city expansions). 

What are the symbols present in today's public space? Who produces

these spaces and why? 

During the past couple of centuries space has been desecrated due to

the secularization of power, among other things. We no longer identify

our-selves with our spaces. The profession of the planner originated far

from the people they are planning for, it is but a means of control in the

hands of the state, whether colonial,  precolonial,  capitalist  and post-

capitalist.

Spaces in its current form has been emptied of most of its meaning, it is

a right but more and more it seems this right is to consume. 

3_Public space then
The origin, the plan and the growth

The foundational periods of these two cities are vastly different, given

that  they  are  almost  three  centuries  apart.  Yet  the  process  of

implantation  is  remarkably  similar.  The  Spanish  implantation  in  the

Americas  followed  the  ruling  of  the  Ordenanzas  de  Felipe  II  sobre

descubrimiento,  nueva  población  y  pacificación  de  las  Indias.

(Ordinances of Felipe II on discovery, new population and pacification

of  the  Indies.) and the lusophone cities  created in  Africa during the

second  half  of  the  19th century  were  designed  from  Lisbon.  Both

methods gave way to a large number of  cities that  share the same

structure, the same plan and the same goals: economic centers for the

settlers to plunder the conquered land's natural resources that follow

the  principles  of  the  way  of  living  in  urban  settings  in  Europe

disregarding the local customs. 
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3:1_The Urbanized center

112

La plaça maior de donde se a de començar la poblaçion siendo en
costa de mar se deue hazer al desembarcadero del puerto y siendo en
[Tachado: "costa de mar"] lugar mediterraneo en medio de la poblaçion
la plaça sea en quadro prolongada que por lo menos tenga de largo
vna vez y media de su ancho porque desta manera es mejor para las
fiestas de a cauallo y cualesquiera otras que se hayan de hazer

113

La grandeça de la plaça sea proporçionada a la cantidad de los vecinos
teniendo consideraçion que en las  poblaçiones de indios  como son
nueuas se va con intento de que han de yr en aumento y asi se hara la
eleçion  de  la  plaça  teniendo  respecto  con  que  la  poblaçion  puede
creçer  no sea menor que doscientos pies en ancho y treçientos de
largo ni mayor de ochocientos pies de largo y quinientos y treynta pies
de ancho. De mediana y de buena proporçion es de seiscientos pies de
largo y quatrocientos de ancho

The  Ordenanzas gave clear indications of the process of discovery,

interactions  with  the  indians,  how to  treat  and  deal  with  them and

convert  them to  Christianity,  which was  the main  goal  of  the  entire

ordeal,  according  to  this  document.  It  proceeds  with  guidelines  to

choose the site  where a Spanish province would  be established:  in

arable unoccupied land with no prejudice to the indians  or with their

“free consent”, parting the land through squares and streets and plots

with a ruler and a rope starting from the main square and from there

creating a grid. This site should be neither too high nor too low, with

good access by sea and land, near a sweet water source, not too close

to the indians, far from lagoons or swamps and with access to building

materials.

This schema served as the basis of all Spanish colonial settlements of

the  time  and  is  still  present  in  the  colonial  center  of  major  Latin

American cities, it represents the Spanish translation of the roman city
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with its Cardus and Decumanum but rationalized.

The  central  square  was  the  physical  representation  of  the  political

conception of space. It was also the place where markets took place

and all  public gatherings it  would evolve to become more and more

monumental  with  the  application  of  the  “Ordenanzas”.  This

monumentalization  and  increase  in  size  could  be  caused  by  the

influence  of  the  conception  the  meso-american  empires  had  of  the

central  spaces  of  cities  like  Tenochtitlan  where  the  squares  were

massive and contained temples  and sacred sites where rituals  took

place. (Bernardi, 2014)2 

This systematization of settlement-making in the African context was

brought  in  by  the  European  colonization.  Prior  to  that  the

conceptualization of space and of what makes a city varied from group

of people to group of people. And of those, there are thousands. 

The isolation of the continent, to the rest of the world and within itself

has thwarted its development greatly. The lack of navigational rivers,

the lack of domesticated crops and animals together with the enormous

variety of cultural groups, each with their own language and customs

(none erecting itself above the others) (Marshall, 2015) are some of the

reasons of the current state with the continent. This coupled with the

creation  of  fake nations in  the Berlin  convention in  1884 where the

European “super-powers” drew borders on a map without taking into

account  the  preexisting  groups  of  people  and  their  relation  to  one

another,  grouping  many different  groups  and  dividing  homogeneous

areas, led to a bloody struggle and many civil wars when this countries

were either kicked out, or realized colonization was no longer profitable.

Prior, during, and now in some places outside of urbanized cities; the

traditional  population  was  organized  in  small  settlements  organized

around working and living spaces that together equated to the house.

The outside where most of the time was spent, would be the equivalent

to the living room and the huts would equate the dormitories. These

2“ this geometry defined the ritual space as the navel of the world, the axis mundi at 
which the supernatural reality of the heavens intersected with the earth as well as the 
underworld” Bernardi, Jose. (2014). The Mexican Plaza and the Transformation of 
Culture. https://marginalia.lareviewofbooks.org/mexican-plaza-transformation-culture-
jose-bernardi/ Consulted: 10/09/2020
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spaces were very close to one another and the village population was

seen as family. (Prendergast, 2012; 62)

In Mozambique the main cultural groups are the Mashona, Makua and

Malavi in the north and the Tsonga, Swazi and Zulu in the south. The

southern groups make distinguish 3 types of spaces in their territory:

1. Village: social activities and public order

2. In-between: fields and land for plowing

3. Scrubs: Chaos 3

Prendergast proceeds to argue the prevalence of the circular form, in

reference to natural elements as a defining element of its spacial reality

and the lack of permanence of the settlements characterized by the use

of non durable materials and the prevalence of safety over the symbolic

value of place. 

3:1.1_In Santo Domingo

Santo  Domingo  was  the  first  city  of  the  New  World,  prior  to  the

“Ordenanzas”, the plan of the city was made in 1502, yet it it follows the

same principles, with minor variations: the streets are well ventilated,

flowing towards the sea and the river respectively but narrow enough to

offer  some  respite  from  the  sun;  the  square  is  surrounded  by

gubernatorial buildings and a church. The main deviation is the lack of

rigidity and the smaller, more rectangular square. 

This layout was considered extremely modern for the times, given that

this was the middle ages and the rationalization of straight and equal

width streets was something to be marveled by. This city, and the ones

made using the same principles in Cuba set the precedent of the rigid

norms aforementioned. In spite of its deviation of the future rules which

could not have been applied point per point due to the irregularity of the

coast and adaptation to the geography (Baez 2005:33-34). 

3 FAP, Faculdade de Arquitectura e Planeamento Fisico), (1997) as cited by 
Prendergast, 2012: p63
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The  same  premises  and  form  is  present  in  the  plan  for  Lourenço

Marques (Maputo) when it was a small Portuguese settlement. Albeit it

did not follow the indications of staying clear of swamps and the square

lacks  continuity  of  its  surrounding  streets  and  the  presence  of  a

religious center. 

3:1.2_In Maputo

By the time the Portuguese arrived to the bay that is now Maputo , the

area had a system of  scattered settlements that  occupy the current

suburban area. They were organized around a family through the male

lineage under the supervision of the council which in turn had someone

above it with military, religious and judging power that answered to a

central power. This complex social organization remains as the basis of

the social tissue of the Mozambican society.(Prendergast, 2012; 75)

The Portuguese approach to the foundation of new settlements was

less  rigid  than  the  Spanish  one  303  years  prior.  The  usurpation  of

African  territories  was  to  be  accomplished  through  “military

establishments  to  support  navigation  and  hegemonic  control  of  the

seas” (de Pacheco, 2013). Strategic areas of the coast were occupied

with  the  goal  of  dominating  the  territory.  In  order  to  gain  territorial

control, the idea of private property was introduced, exclusive for the

colony  owners,  displacing  the  collective  system  somewhat  present

within local settlements and generating a new strain of revenue. The

creation of new settlements followed two models, the military and the

commercial; in this areas both coexisted. 

There is clear evidence of the influence of the Spanish colonial urban

tradition, the main difference being the lack of plan-making, and the use

of  regulations  and  prescriptions;  thus  resulting  in  urban  patterns  of

vernacular origin or as the result of a synthesis between medieval and

Renaissance ideals. The layout of the streets adapts to the topography,

it  shows  some  hierarchy,  giving  more  width  to  the  streets  that  are

parallel  to  the water.  The plots  have streets on both  sides  and are

irregular in size and organization, closer to the medieval style yet the
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Map of Lourenço Marques 1876 main 
structure in yellow. Source: delagoabay-
world.wordpress.com

Map of Lourenço Marques 1887. 
Source: researchgate.net/figure/Pan-
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square belongs to the Renaissance. (de Pacheco 2013)

3:2_The growth

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries are characterized by the rapid

urbanization of the world in general, the process cities endured was a

messy one in general. While the north was able by the end of the 20th

to  manage  uncontrollable  growth  through  public  funding  housing

initiatives,  promoting  private  building  initiatives  and  investing  in  the

creation and maintenance of public spaces. The systemic problems of

governance in the global south together with a broken economy and

huge debt and lack of industrialization did not fate a similar outcome.

“Fragile democracies menaced by social explosions” (Baez 2005:13). 

There  were  plans  made,  but  urbanization  was  faster  than  the

government. People were building entire neighborhoods, providing for

themselves, although lacking in capacity, what the government was not

providing. Maybe this failure to succeed is due to following a model of

development that is at odds with the cultural reality of these places.

(Baez 2005:14)

Major areas of these cities were build by hand (Secchi, 2015) by its

newly arrived inhabitants without following the approved plan, without

correct infrastructure and by skilled and unskilled workers, families and

friends. 

3:2.1_In Santo Domingo

The walls of the city of Santo Domingo weren't eliminated until well into

the 19th century. The population of the city did not grow much during

those 300 years,  it  was not  until  the arrival  of  the twentieth century

during  the  dictatorship  of  Trujillo  that  the  city  decidedly  expanded.

Trujillo rose to power with the help of the USA. They USA government

needed to establish a stable government so that they could rob the

country of its resources in a legal manner though exploitative trading.
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They occupied  the country  from 1916 until  1924  and helped  in  the

establishment of Trujillo's dictatorship. Rafael Leonidas Trujillo y Molina

(1891–1961) used the country to enrich himself and handed over what

was left to north American companies. He industrialized the production

of  goods,  mainly sugar  to be exported to the USA and building the

necessary infrastructure for this exploitation to take place; of which he

owned 50% of the industry, leaving 30% to north American companies

and the remaining 10% was owned by nationals. (Fortunato, 1991).

From 1930 to 1961 he managed to create a cult to his image (the was

named after himself for a period of time), amass a fortune through the

monopolization of the economy, and to restructure the urban imaginary.

Hurricane Saint Xenon stroke the city on the 29th of August 1930. It

destroyed the city, claimed many lives and gave Trujillo a tabula rasa of

sorts  to  start  over  and  rebuild  to  his  liking  (Gonzalez,  2008).  He

reconstructed the colonial city as it was and proceeded to implement

his vision of a modern industrial city through many ambitious projects

and  plans,  a  fraction  of  which  were  built  during  his  30  years  of

dictatorship yet his imprint is present all around the city, on the building

where  he  had  his  name carved  in  every  cornerstone of  the  major

buildings  erected and in  the creation  of  the few monumental  public

spaces and the many monuments he managed to build.

Unlike most of the colonial cities of its time, the city of Santo Domingo

did not grow outward from a square using a rigid grid, it follows a lineal

growth  pattern,  its  urban  fabric  consist  of  interconnected  nodes  of

decentralized public spaces  leaning west  (Gonzalez, 2008; 223). In

terms of centrality of public space, that place that starts a revolution,

this city does not really have one since its genesis. In the first plan we

can  see  two  squares  struggling  to  set  prominence  over  the  other.

During the expansion of Trujillo city a new, bigger, better central square

is created with the statues of the “founding fathers” of the country. 

Public space during the dictatorship served the purpose of representing

an image of the ideal Dominican society. An imaged created by Trujillo

using  as  a  reference  north  American  neoclassicism  and  Italian

rationalism.  
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The monuments served the creation of  a new narrative, to create a

sense of identity and pride; and this narrative in turn strengthens the

sense of nationality and pride present in most Dominicans even to this

day.

The spaces appealed to the masses, they were created as a stage of

performative discourse, as a means to showcase prowess, modernity

and create a false sense of identity. These spaces demand of you to

identify with its creators and the statues present in it, it sets them apart

of everyday life and establishes them as #goals; or it did for a time.

The biggest example is the Feria de la paz y confraternidad del mundo

libre. An enormous, out of scale space that was only built to feed into

the grandious delirium of  the  dictator  as  a  spectacle  in  front  of  the

global stage.

The formal and the informal city in Santo Domingo

But this is public space city wide, what about everyday public space? It

was,  and  still  is,  extremely  lacking.  The  formal  city  has  some;  the

informal city in its primitive form barely has any streets as it is usually

build in dangerous slopes and near the river Ozama. Beyond the city

center, the most prominent public space is still the street. Streets that

see  barely  any  cars  or  movement  are  essentially  the  squares  and

parks. 

The formal city grew through bags of planed areas designed mostly

following the predominant grid model, the informal settlements followed

a continuous process of disordered occupation of unclaimed territory;

mainly the riverbeds. There have been some attempts at “solving” this

“problematic”  areas,  none  of  which  have  proved  successful  as  they

were isolated intervention in a smaller scale usually involving eviction.
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El  crecimiento  desordenado ha producido asentamientos dónde hay
deficiencia  de  todos  los  servicios  de  equipamiento  comunitario  e
infraestructura,  dónde  no  existen  espacios  vacíos  disponibles  para
proveerlos sin es desplazamiento, aunque sea parcial, de parte de la
población.  [The  disorderly  growth  has  produced  settlements  where
there  is  a  deficiency  in  all  community  equipment  and  infrastructure
services, where there are no empty spaces available to provide them
without the displacement, even partial, of part of the population.]

RESURE 1999;36

The  “Plan  de  Acción  Coordinada  Interinstitucional  para  Re-

estructuración  Socio-Económica,  Urbana  y  Ecológica  de  los  Barrios

Marginados que bordean los Rios Ozama e Isabela en la ciudad de

Santo Domingo” was an ambitious project developed during the late

nineties aiming at regularizing the informal settlements occupying the

west side of the Ozama and Isabella rivers. The project recognized the

lacks of these area and redacts recommendations on possible ways to

solve  them.  It  aimed at  the  dentensification  of  certain  areas  of  the

neighborhoods,  the  recuperation  of  the  riverbed  with  open  green

spaces and the creation of  public amenities. 

In  yellow are the areas to  be improved by allowing integral  actions

through  self-construction  and  mutual  assistance,  the  establishing  of

hierarchical  streets,  some  pedestrian  and  including  a  public  space

network. The blue area was to be consolidated with similar actions as

the yellow areas. 

The orange area is meant to be densified with low-rising high density

housing. 

The green were to be the open spaces, present along the river bed and

two large ones in each neighborhood with pedestrian pathways and

cycling tracks.  

Twenty years later, few of the recommendations have been realized.

Some amenities were build, some of the open spaces near the river

have been emptied or maintained empty, yet the reorganization of the

inner areas ob the neighborhood have not been changed. 

There is still a structural inequality when it comes to who has access to

public space. There is a big individual responsibility when it comes to
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the  creation  of  the  built  environment.  The  city  model  of  providing

housing for one-self creates an enormous disparity between those who

can and those who cannot. Those who cannot, cannot even afford to

respect  the  technocrat's  plan,  even  if  it  would  be  an  improvement.

Empty  space  is  a  commodity  not  everyone  can  afford.  Thus

uncontrolled  sprawling  coexists  with  mid  to  high  rise  developments

catering to middle to upper class (Bazil, 2018).

This is the common image of rapid urbanization present in the entirety

of the Global South. This urban contrast is one of the consequences of

globalization
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3:2,2_In Maputo

Lourenço Marques did not become a city until 1898, mainly because of

the port with easy access all year round and its strategic location as an

access to the entire Southern African region and its closeness to the

border  drawn  out  in  the  Berlin  Conference  in  1885.  This  event  is

followed by the creation of urbanization plan with a big focus in public

works and the building of infrastructures and was heavily influenced by

the plans made for Lisbon which in turn draw inspiration of the technical

schools of civil engineering from Paris. (Pacheco, 2013).

Mozambique was a Portuguese colony until 1975. A civil war followed

suit  for  17  years  between  Communist  and  anti-Communist  political

groups ending soon after the dissolution of USSR. The seventy-seven

years  of  Lourenço  Marques'  existence  generated  a  new  form  of

settlements: scattered indigenous settlements that responded to both

traditional  culture  and  colonial  rules.  (Prendergast  2012;77)  The

imposition of western values creates a disconnect in the city's social

fabric and physical reality. Maputo is divided in two.

There  are  two  realities,  a  dense  urban  (according  to  European

concepts)  center  and  semi-indigenous  self-built  suburbs  that  has

undergone many changes in its form due to the transformation of the

house into a symbol for status. 

The city of  Maputo has undergone an accelerated growth during its

short history of existence. During the first fifty years, the introduction of

the  market  economy  augmented  the  urbanization  process,  causing

great  damage  to  the  autonomous  tradition  and  deepening  the

distinction between social classes. (Prendergast 2012; 102)

Planning  and  zonification  were  the  urban  tools  that  promoted  and

created a social divide, parting the city into two. The cidade de cimento

belonging to the colonizers and the bairros de caniço belonging to the

indigenous  populace  turned  into  workers  of  the  industrialized

commercial city.  
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The planning efforts made by the Portuguese focused primarily in their

part of the city, were black communities were not welcome. (Brandão

2006). When it came to the planning of the city expansion, they did not

pay attention to local customs, translating their European models to a

broken society that did not have the means to bring the plans to fruition.

Because of this, they had an approach of  laiser-faire when it came to

the  bairros because it  was a priority to have workers to dispose of.

Paying attention to the only around the end of the colonial times as

means to control the uprising of the guerrillas (Prendergast 2012; 110)

Which they did not, as the country gained its independence in 1975.

The informal city is characterized by the its irregularity, lack of services,

public  space  and  resources;  and  a  progressive  densification  as

migration  to  urban  settlements  increased  during  the  seventies  and

eighties. The lack of power by the institution of state (both the former

colonial and the new FRELIMO4) meant that even if plans were drafted

and somewhat implemented, public space reserves were ignored and

occupied anyway. 

Unes polítiques urbanes pobres i continuistes dugueren a terme alguns
projectes pilot,  centrats únicament en la repartició de parcel·les a la
població,  i  puntuals  intervencions  en  infraestructures  i  equipaments.
[Poor  and  continuist  urban  policies  carried  out  some  pilot  projects,
focusing  solely  on  the  distribution  of  plots  in  the  population,  and
punctual interventions in infrastructures and services.]

Prendergast, 2012;142

The transition from a colony to an independent communism country is

complex  set  of  events  and  beyond  the  scope  of  this  research.

Regarding  public  space  in  the  colonial  center,  the  leaving  of  the

colonizers,  meant  the  city  center  could  be  re-appropriated.  The

subsequent war meant there was no time to adapt to the new distinct

realities of the rational cidade and the unstructured bairros. During the

war, the city absorbed large groups of the population searching for a

safe place and work. With the end of the war, many areas began a

rapid  process  of  consolidation  without  any  sort  of  public  space

4 . The Mozambican Liberation Front is the socialist party that dominates 
Moçambique. They fought the war against liberal RENAMO.
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management. ( Brandão & Leite 2006)

The new government  tore  down  the  symbols  of  the  colonizers  and

integrated  new  ones,  again  with  the  purpose  of  creating  a  unique

identity. Much has been written about the name changing of streets ans

sculpture  placing  of  communist  leaders.  The gaze  was  still  focused

outside,  to  a  different  outside  but  outside  nonetheless.  The

consequence of the colonization period meant that a population that

had been striped of all power to self govern now had to learn how to do

it and do it at the same time. And those who had the abilities to do so,

those who had studied and had some sort  of  formal  education had

done it usually abroad, and were part of the upper and small middle

class and were thus quite disconnected to the local tradition as well. 

Communism did not last and the civil war ended with the introduction of

ever  present  capitalist  and  liberal  ideals  under  an  authoritative

government (according to the democracy index). 

The formal and the informal city in Maputo

Despite the major  difference in  social  composition and tradition and

referents, there are some parallels than can be drawn between both

cities. They both went through a rapid urbanization process during the

twentieth  centuries  and did  not  dispose of  the resources to provide

adequate housing solutions,  sometimes allowing and sometimes not

being able to control the informal building of huge parts of the city. 

As  seen in  the urban contrast  seen in Pedro Bazil's  photographies,

affluent and marginal areas coexist side by side around the Dominican

city thanks to the densification and formalization process the city has

been enduring. The dichotomy formal-informal is becoming less clear-

cut. In Maputo, some of the bairros are undergoing a similar process of

formalization and integration to the  cidade de cimento,  while certain

areas of the center are deteriorating and are thus, being abandoned for

the modernized and gentrified suburbs. 

From the previous dichotomy, to the current tricothomy expressed by

inhabitants of the suburbio. (Enge 2013;2760) 
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1. Cidade: wealthy and expensive, inaccessible if one does not possess
money

2. Suburbio:  congested,  hectic  and  at  times  dangerous,  sometimes
considered not urban due to its lack of amenities and basic infrastructure..

3. Periurban:poor people who are not in a position to move closer to the
city living alongside wealthier people who have moved out of the city center
for more space and a quieter life.

Informal  neighborhoods in  Maputo  vary  in  level  of  informality,  some areas

mimic  the  regulated  urban  form  with  the  goal  of  gaining  acceptance  from

municipal authorities.   

Public space in the city of Maputo suffers from fragmentation, privatizations and
dissolution.  Dissolution  due  to  the  diffuse  and  asymmetrical  urbanism,  the
degradation  of  the  specialized  center;  fragmented  due  to  functionalist
methodologies and colonial zoning practices and privatization  brought from the
incapacity  of  the  local  powers  to  impose  themselves  over  the  international,
stateless goals and the generation of social ghettos (luxurious and marginalized)

( Brandão & Leite 2006)

Public space requires all of its multiple actors to play ball. It cannot be

thought by only one of the actors, and the involvement of international

actors and cooperation agents further complicates the negotiations as

some organizations will try to play in the interest of the locals, and other

only in their own interest. Regardless, there is an imposing of values,

an  unequal  relationship  between  parties.  Cities  like  Maputo  have

become the lab rat of intellectuals around the world as an interesting

case study and testing ground. This is proved by the difficulty to find

local references. This could also be, for the preference of indigenous

cultures to stay away from written intellectualism in the developed world

standard,  in  part  because of  lack of  access,  in  part  due to material

reality getting in the way. 

Finding examples of planning for the improvement of the informal city

has proved unsuccessful. 
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Maputo’s informal areas.
Source: Prendergast 2012

Big image: 1/50 000 comparison 
of the contiguous mass compris-
ing Gran Maputo and Gran Santo 
Domingo.
Small images: Black marble com-
parison. Maputo is still growing 
extensively. Source: earthdata.
nasa.gov



Proposed pyramid of needs, 
building on Maslow’s pyramid 
with the goal of bradening the 
concept.

4_Public space after

The institutions and systems humans create must be a reflection of the
collective consciousness, the world we create […] is created outwardly
by  the  human  ego.  As  long  as  we  are  in  a  egoist  state  of
consciousness, the human structures we create are an expression or
manifestation of the egoistic state of consciousness.  

Eckhart Tolle (2020)

Technocrats are an integral part of the state's power to control social

life. Urban planners belong to an elite that looks outside for references

to solve  inner  problem,  rather  than looking inward.  Knowledge from

Europe  and  North  America  is  highly  regarded  as  the  epitome  of

success and the way cities should look like. 

In  a  globalized  world,  cities  are  becoming  more  and  more  similar

through  the  pursuit  of  satisfying  the  wants  and  needs  in  the  same

manner. The architectural form of buildings and public space ends up

being  the  same  everywhere.  Universities,  as  the  internet  does  too,

creates a knowledge pool.  It  creates and defines reality through the

study of the same history, the same authors and the same theories for

the  way  things  are.  There  is  not  that  big  of  a  difference  in  the

curriculum in Barcelona and in Maputo, the tools used are the same.

We are seeing a homogenization of culture and this produces in turn a

homogenization of space. 

Planning settlements has been done by those in power to organize and

lead how society leaves. During most of history those who inhabit this

planned spaces have not had a say. Military urban planners are behind

the creation of most cities in the western and colonized world and those

cities represents their values. In turn, urban planners of the present are

taught  with  the  same  core  values.  In  the  introduction  of  the  book

Mierda de ciudad, Manuel Delgado mentions the “holy trinity of modern

urbanism: legibility, visibility, intelligibility”. These concepts are applied

globally to cities and public spaces whether the person applying them is

a local or a not does not matter and does not change this.  The goal is

still the same.
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I believe we are going about it in the wrong way. We have been looking

in  the wrong direction and we are reacting to the reality around us

through a thick tinted lens. The general consensus is changing, there is

a certain evolution in the methodologies yet it  feels the result  is the

same. What is the point of applying participatory principles if the results

is going to be analyzed and the proposals are going to be designed by

European  professionals  themselves  or  those  educated  under  those

values? 

The colonial  times are not  a  thing of  the  past.  The dynamics  have

shifted. In a globalized world the same relationships takes place, there

are exploitative countries and exploited countries. One example is the

Chinese presence in Africa, investing in infrastructure in order to keep

the  extraction  of  minerals  and  the  farming  of  land  flowing.  Another

example is external aid, through NGO's and North-South cooperation

projects the principles and theories of development, policy-making and

city-making of the North is changing these countries.  

Lo propio de la tecnocracia urbana es la voluntad de controlar la vida
urbana real, que va pareja con su incompetencia crónica a la hora de
enterderla.  [The characteristic  of  urban  technocracy  is  the  desire  to
control  real  urban  life,  which  goes  hand  in  hand  with  its  chronic
incompetence when it comes to understanding it.]

Manuel Delgado

Maslow's  hierarchy  of  needs  was  proposed  in  1943  and  in  current

times it  has been long discredited, as a simplified artifact with little to

no implication  in  the real  world;  I  believe there  is  some use to the

concepts  Maslow presented  and  the  way  he  went  about  it  but  the

hierarchical aspect of it should be overcome. 

The first time I saw the pyramid I was surprised about the fact that it

was  not  a  pyramid.  As  we  have  studied  in  architectural  history,

pyramids have, usually, four faces. I set out to find the other faces of

the  pyramid,  I  found  some adaptations  of  the  original  pyramid  and

comprised  them  on  a  four  sided  model  that  contains  some  of  the

multifaceted existence of humankind. To Maslow's pyramid of the self,

three sides are added: the city, the nation and the environment.  
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The pyramid of the city I made, with some references from Goldstein's

article titled  Applying the hierarchy of needs to help make cities that

work  and Mallory's article on its application in urban design.The nation

pyramid is  based on both an article by Kathryn Exon Smith and an

essay titled Testing Maslow's hierarchy of needs: National quality-of-life

across time  by Micahel  R.  Hagerty.  The first  one is  a theoretic  and

more general approach, while the second one is the translation of the

original  pyramid  to  a  set  of  global  measures.   The  side  of  the

environment  is  the  simplification  of  the  doughnut  economy diagram

created by Kate Raworth in  her article titled  Defining a safe and just

place for humanity.

4:1_The self 

In his paper “A theory of human motivation” Maslow defines for the first

time the pyramid of needs leading to positive mental health. He focuses

on the basics and sometimes subconscious basic needs humans set

out to fulfill. He theorizes that there is a progression, thus considering

them as hierarchy. His theory is not meant to be explain all of human

behavior,  but  only to conceptualize one aspect  of  human motivation

that partially determines human behavior. (Maslow 1943;3) 

Undoubtedly these physiological needs are the most pre-potent of all
needs. What this means specifically is, that in the human being who is
missing everything in life in an extreme fashion, it is most likely that the
major  motivation  would  be  the  physiological  needs  rather  than  any
others. A person who is lacking food, safety, love, and esteem would
most probably hunger for food more strongly than for anything else.

(Ibid. 5)

It  is  understandable  in  his  reasoning  the  wish  to  structure   certain

needs as more important than others. Seeing them as a one way stair

one has to climb in order to arrive to the top. But humans have the

ability  to  override  their  cues and project  their  motivation  elsewhere,

therefore  it  seems  more  useful,  translating   the  pyramidal  model

towards a disc model.  All  needs could be tackled at the same time,
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certain  behaviors,  may feed into  different  categories  and one  could

choose to prioritize one aspect over others. 

This  is  important  because usually  an individual  does not  set  out  to

improve their environment without first, or at the same time, trying to

fulfill their individual lacks and wants. 

When trying to implement a project the governments of cities like Santo

Domingo and Maputo find sometimes a lack of interest from the general

population. Because they are lacking coverage on some or all the basic

needs aforementioned. 

In  one  recent  project  to  improvement  of  a  informal  area  in  Santo

Domingo named RESURE (1999). The first  general conclusion is as

follows:

A pesar  de los  esfuerzos realizados aún no se logra  una auténtica
participación de la comunidad. Es necesario que una mayoría de la
población beneficiaria tenga la posibilidad de participar directamente en
los  procesos  de  identificació  y  priorización,  diseño  y  ejecución  de
proyectos  y  programas  y  la  posterior  evaluación  de  los  mismos.
[Despite the efforts made, authentic community participation has not yet
been  achieved.  It  is  necessary  that  a  majority  of  the  beneficiary
population have the possibility of participating directly in the processes
of identification and prioritization, design and execution of projects and
programs and their subsequent evaluation.]

4:2_ The built environment

Trying to fins a similar approach about the built environment needs in

the official literature proved unsuccessful. Focusing primarily on cities,

I  could only find two articles and a small  paper attempting to adapt

Maslow's theory to urban planning and city making. 

Mallory's model follows the technocrat approach, placing form as the

first  basic need, so does Goldstein.  Both also placing safety as the

second tier, Goldstein defining property as a basic concept that needs

to be guaranteed. 
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Top: Mallory’s pyramid
Bottom: Goldtein pyramid
Source: respective articles
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regarding the rest (to a degree).



Safety is important, but one of the biggest problems of current society

is its focus on the protection of private property and private economical

interests. Which is why I place the need of housing as the second most

important basic need a city must provide its citizens. Having a house

already  guarantees  a  certain  sense  of  safety.  An  adequate  house,

covers for many of the citizen's needs. 

 The way modern cities go about improving their reality is multifaceted,

and as I have mentioned before, is not in pyramidal scheme, but the

prioritization seems to follow to some extent a hierarchical pattern. 

It is difficult to establish the degree of accomplishment of each category

by the city5. Also because it is creating a framework of comparison I

have not  developed enough. Therefore this is  just  an approximation

based on my subjective evaluation using as a framework of reference

the world database found in Knoema and my own observations having

been in both countries, as well  as the analysis of both cities I  have

done using GIS. 

The conclusion I can draw from this superficial analysis is the fact that

Santo Domingo has more open space than Maputo,yet the latter has a

large amount of  potential  public  space in  transformation.  Both cities

rank  high  in  internal  inequality,  the  disparity  being  much  larger  in

Maputo with a bigger urban poor population. (Knoema) 

In  general,  the  biggest  public  spaces  outside  the  center  are  sports

spaces,  and  the  streets  with  little  traffic.  Maputo  bairros  are  very

extensive and the density of the built space is lower. 

5 The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) has developed a set of 11 markers that are at the core of those
I have presented here, and they are measured but only on its member 
countries which are developed countries, with some exceptions. None 
of which are the countries covered in this analysis. 
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Disc diagram of the built environment 
(city) that shows the different situation of 
both cities, Santo Domingo being more 
developed than Maputo, in part due to 
the more recent formation of the city. 

next pages

Santo Domingo general analysis with 
roads and streets then focusing on pub-
lic spaces without street network.

Maputo general analysis focusing on 
public spaces without street network and 
then with street network.
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4:3_The nation

Nation identity can sometimes be seen as an extension of our-selves.

This  is  specially  true  in  the  case  of  countries  with  a  history  of

colonization, where people's identity were not allowed to develop, could

not be a part of the general discourse and did not have the same rights

as the colonists. Dictatorships stress constantly in the importance of

nationalism, as it stabilizes their power, and the consequences of this

nationalistic sentiments are very much present nowadays.

Exon creates a parallel of Maslow's model, embodying the nation and

redefining the tiers as follows: 

1. Territorial integrity meaning having secure and defined borders, official
language and religion, laws and norms...

2. Free  government meaning a functioning democracy, placing democracy
as a necessity to access the following levels

3. Free  economy  meaning  independent  economy,  independent  from
colonizers and global bailouts

4. Thriving public sphere meaning how the nation views itself, the nation's
pride.

5. Global leadership meaning hard and soft power in a global level. 

This  pyramid  is  very  conceptual  and  hard  to  measure  in  certain

aspects, it is also very north-American and liberal in the concepts that

have been chosen and how success in every tier is determined. I would

change the ultimate goal in the pyramidal model from global leadership

to global sustainability meaning being able to provide for human kind

without destroying the planet. 

Hagerty takes on a pragmatic and mathematical approach, that I found

useful  to  draw a  comparison  between  the  former  colonies  and  the

former colonists. Although this method, and global markers in general

are  somewhat  useful  to  start  having  an  idea  of  the  situation  of  a

country, I believe they primarily serve as a method of measuring every

country  with  the  same  measuring  stick  and  we  tend  to  draw  the

conclusion  that  the  goal  is  to  arrive  at  the  level  of  “developed
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countries”.  This  does  not  take  into  consideration  the  reason  why

developed countries have developed in the first place: exploitation and

the plundering of the current  underdeveloped nations. In the current

times is in necessary to gain a high GDP? How high should it be? Do

we need to accumulate a high rate of available calories per person?

The model of development that is being sold to “developing” countries

is proving to be more and more unattainable. There are limits to growth,

and we are on our way to surpassing them. 

4:4_The natural environment

The most important force of action that has kept humans going for the

majority of history, withing different models, has been economic growth.

Generating wealth, reducing loses, and the redistribution of profit are

some of the economic concepts lurking behind just about everything

humans do. The state functions as a company and work is now one of

the most important part of our lives and our identity. 

While  mainstream  economics  treats  environmental  degradation  as  an
“externality”  that  largely  falls  outside of  the monetized economy, natural
scientists have effectively turned that approach on its head and proposed a
quantified set of resource-use boundaries within which the global economy
should operate if we are to avoid critical Earth System tipping points.

GDP should not  be the most  important  metric  by which we run our

world. Raworth advocates for the use of environmental metrics as the

multiples compasses we need to navigate toward global sustainability.

She  collects  recent  research  and  compiles  it  a  simple  graphic  that

contains the planetary boundaries and the social foundations between

which  lies a space that is both environmentally safe and socially just

space for humanity. (Raworth 2013;30). 

Determining limits, both planetary and social,  creates a powerful visual and

measurable representation of our current state and will help us determine a

course  of  action  to  satisfy  everyone's  basic  needs  within  the  planets

resources. 
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Reconceptualization of the donut 
economy enviromental limits 
aspect.
Below: Original donut diagram
source: Kate Raworth

Thinking of the environment as something outside from us has evolved in the

current exploitative relationship we have with it. This exploitative relationship is

not  equal  among  cultures  and  is  not  equal  among  classes.  The  planet's

biggest oppressors comprises only the wealthiest  10% of people  who own

57% of global income. Their consumption habits and the resources used to

cater to them represent about half of the global carbon emission.  (Ibid; 34).

The resources necessary to provide for the poorest global population there, it

is a problem of access and distribution. Eliminating inequality should be the

main goal of human effort, not by presupposing the elevation the destitute to

the level of the richest, but by reducing the resources aimed at the top 10%.

Global  and regional  policies should aim at  redistributing wealth in order  to

provide for the majority of its poor population rather than continue generating

luxurious spaces for the rich minority.

Raworth proposes 4 first steps to change direction under this framing:

1. Measuring unpaid  economy.  Giving  value to  the unpaid  labor of  carers,
volunteers and nature

2. Measuring underlying stock. Creating metrics to assess, value and restore
natural, human and social assets

3. Dis-aggregate aggregated data. Breaking down generalized data such as
GDP in order to better understand social inequality and its consequences

4. De-monetarize economic metrics. Not everything can be measured through
money, adding social metrics in hours such as the amount of unpaid caring work
hours done by men and women. 

The goal is to change from a focused economic view of progress and growth,

to  a  holistic  one  that  places  importance  in  being  just  and  environmentally

friendly.
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5_Conclusion

As I have mentioned before, although I started from the hierarchical pyramid of

needs, I quickly realized its lack of use in the current modern and complex

society.  I firstly adapted the environmental limits to a pyramid and proceeded

to translate all of the aforementioned concepts to an array of disc diagrams

following  Raworth  economic  donut.  It  is  all  simultaneous,  our  approach

should  be  simultaneous  too.  Public  space  has  become  subjugated  to

economics, first to the colonial economy and now to the liberal post-capitalist

economy. Public space has been one the biggest losers as built space has

been  one  of  the  biggest  generators  of  growth  and  wealth  through  its

commodification. It has been also been commodified and used as a tool for

increasing the wealth of  the built  environment,  controlling access to certain

parts of the city and to democratic life. 

We have seen our cities designed by the military, only focusing on its basic

infrastructure and catering to their own, the hegemony. They have instilled the

indigenous people of the single thought of unlimited growth and progress, of

working as a  means of  becoming rich,  or  simply  becoming.  Wage work is

slavery and it should not be a pre-requisite to access our basic necessities. 

I have fallen down the rabbit hole of  intellectualizing of space. My biggest

conclusion is that thought is an enemy of doing in most cases. Rather than

continue  theorizing about space, we should take a more hands on approach

and  re-appropriate  our  basic  human rights  that  have  been stolen  from us

through the subjugation our bodies to this economic enslaved system.  

I do not have the answer on how this is to be done, I have gotten closer to

those who are trying to find it, albeit from the comfort of the universities,  and

for now that is enough. In a less globalized world,  with less homogeneous

cities and without an oppressive system it would have been interesting to see

how those distinct old indigenous cities evolve and become more complex. In

general, I believe the global south should look back into itself in order to

move forward.

Following this theoretical  tangent and researching this pyramid-turned-discs

has made me realize what Foucault said remains true:

The crises of the urban cannot be solved by urbanistic means 
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